
Movian - Bug #460
MKV don't work fine with newest version 
04/19/2011 01:09 PM - buzhidao buzhidao

Status: Fixed Start date: 04/19/2011
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 3.0
Found in version: Platform:
Description

thanks Andreas for updates ,but in the newest version MKV don't work fine 
i didnt know How to explain it,see the video please
sorry for my bad english

History
#1 - 04/19/2011 01:33 PM - Damir Hasic

yes this is hitching problem that I wrote about here https://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/issues/456

#2 - 04/19/2011 02:45 PM - buzhidao buzhidao

Damir Hasic wrote:

yes this is hitching problem that I wrote about here https://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/issues/456

I dont understand what is hitch but I think the problem is different 
my problem is without fast forward

#3 - 04/19/2011 02:47 PM - buzhidao buzhidao

tested with version 2.99.284.g4159b

#4 - 04/19/2011 03:04 PM - Damir Hasic

Yes just in new version, try ols version and see if the problem still persist. Hitch is when movie go fine for about 5 secs and then there is like 1 frame
back hitch and than again 5 secs fine playback and again hitch 1 or 2 frames back.

#5 - 04/19/2011 03:12 PM - buzhidao buzhidao

Damir Hasic wrote:

Yes just in new version, try ols version and see if the problem still persist. Hitch is when movie go fine for about 5 secs and then there is like 1
frame back hitch and than again 5 secs fine playback and again hitch 1 or 2 frames back.
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Thanks for explain i understand now what is hitch it only one problem 
there arent this problem in 299.275 and 299.254

#6 - 04/19/2011 03:33 PM - Damir Hasic

For me there is no problem in last version.

#7 - 04/19/2011 03:49 PM - Damir Hasic

I meant in previous version /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

#8 - 04/19/2011 03:53 PM - buzhidao buzhidao

Sorry i didnt understand...

#9 - 04/19/2011 05:12 PM - Artur Czaja

exactly the same- 1 damaged frame and than 5 sec good and again 1 damaged...

#10 - 04/26/2011 10:47 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted

#11 - 04/26/2011 10:48 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed

Fixed in commit:58346e32

#12 - 04/26/2011 11:54 PM - Damir Hasic

Thanx!!! /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/biggrin.png So when can we expect a new version PKG?

#13 - 06/10/2011 11:46 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 2.99 to 3.0

Files
Movie_4月_19__11_57_22.mov 9.48 MB 04/19/2011 buzhidao buzhidao
_Zero-Raws__Motto_To_Love-ru_Vol.01_-_NCOP__BD_1920x1080_x264_FLAC_.mkv91.9 MB 04/19/2011 buzhidao buzhidao
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